Frontiers
with Peter Evans
(Baby cries)
Peter Evans : In the age of science,nothing can eclipse the every day miracle of a new born baby.Indeed scientists themselves express wonderment at the triumph of the embryo.

Lois Wolpert : Like all animals,we come from just one cell,that develops into the embryo that forms the adult. From that single cell the fertilised egg come large numbers of cells. Many millions in humans. How do these multitudes of cells become organised into the structures of for example,our body?
Nose,eyes,limbs and brain.What controls their individual behaviour,so that a global pattern emerges? And how are the organising principles,embedded or encoded within the egg?

(Baby goos)

Peter Evans : The key to resolving the mystery of development,must lie within the genes in the nucleus of the egg cell and it's fertilising partner.
[Does it? Differentiation might take place another way - see natsums.html@nbci]
Among the 80,000 or so genes in humans,are the coded instructions for directing the myriad of cellular activities,that culminate in a perfectly formed baby,including the information for laying down the basic building plan,these are the pattern formation genes that ensure that head,limbs,trunk [See they even make parts of pink elephants -LB] and digits [And numbers! -LB] all end up in precisely the right place.
This programme is about those pattern forming genes,and it contains at least 4 big surprises.The first is that we know what and where they are,from work carried out not on humans or other mammals,but the humble fruit fly.It earned the researchers a Nobel prize,to discover the so-called Hox genes that regulate body pattern formation in the developing embryo.
The second surprise is that studying Hox genes may shed light not just on embryos but the whole process of evolution.

Per Alberg : One of the key issues in evolution and generally in the study of animal form,is how body form,how structures are actually produced during the development of the individual,because every individual begins from a fertilised egg,evolution proceeds by modifying developmental pathways.You don't go direct from adult to adult,and so of course as a student of evolution,which I am working with fossils,I am naturally interested in understanding how development is actually programmed,how it's patterned if you like,and this is where Hox genes come into the story,because they are genes that are very important in the patterning of animal form.

Peter Evans : The third surprising feature of Hox genes is that they seem to play a role in pretty well all animal life on this planet,they're ubiquitous [see doc77 iotm.html@nbci - Mark Bucannon "Ubiquity"],and fourthly,they possess the ability to generate,if they're changed or mutated quite extraordinary variations in body patterns.

Tom Kaufman : An example of this is a gene in drosophila fruit flies called antennapoedia and when you make a mutation in this gene,it transforms the antennae on the head of the fly into legs,
 [This is the exact gene I referred to on the forum

Subject:	Re: Coincidence of the Cosmological Constants
From:	Templarser
To:	Introduce Yourself
Date:	23/10/00
 "Modern genetics after studying naturally occurring fruit flies with legs where antennae should be,managed to produce fruit flies with eyes on their legs.
 The major switching genes that formed major body parts were manipulated to create a chicken foetus with 4 wings."]

and you have to admit that the first person who saw that the first person who saw that had to have been pretty astounded.This is what intrigues people,is that when you make a mutant in these genes you don't block developmental processes,but you alter them down different pathways,and therefore just on the basis of looking at what the fly looks like when it carries this mutation,you know that these genes must be important.
 It turns out that the Hox genes are organised in a very specific way,in all animal life.

[The specificity is NOT due to a specifier outside of the rule system.The rules themselves force certain things to the fore. The way in which this happens seems to be a problem for the religious mind - they don't know how a universe gets "tuned",they don't know why planets seem "arranged",they don't see how biology has apparent organisation.
It's all done to the way the physical laws work.This ability is part of those laws,and those laws don't need setting up to have this ability,it's a consequence of how they work -LB]

That,to my mind is one of the most astounding things that we have found out,in genetics, development and evolutionary biology,in the last century.I don't think anyone anticipated,that that would be true,and it tells us something very important about the evolutionary process.It says that you can take the same group of genes,the same tool kit of genes and make everything that exists on the face of the Earth,and so we've had to go through a sort of mind set change [A paradigm shift? see puzzle.html@nbci {Thomas Kuhn} -LB],in thinking about the evolutionary process.

Peter Evans : Tom Kaufman of Indiana University is one of a new breed of researcher using the insights of molecular biology,how genes are composed,where they are located and how they function  within living cells,to shed light,both on embryonic development and key problems of evolution.At the centre of the enquiry,lie the Hox genes.In the case of the fruit fly,just a few genes,in humans just a few more.
Now genes contain the information to make biochemical agents called proteins,which in turn act on other genes to turn them on or off,and make the next protein in a cascading chain of events.
How can it be,that just a few genes can set in motion,events in the embryo,that can end up with such diverse results? Human,bird,insect,or fish?

Tom Kaufman :  Well the question becomes "How do you make this tremendous diversity that we see on the face of the planet,using the same toolbox?" and what it must be is the way in which you orchestrate and organise that tool kit to be expressed,that gives rise to the diversity.

[Subj:	Re: Gluons and other things
Date:	25/10/00<But if you understand the laws, you can there is no 'plot'. There is a type of thing, but it isn't plotted.> 
 "A type of thing"...sounds positively mind boggling! Where did this 'type of thing' come from?  see also natsums.html@nbci]

The Hox genes encode protein products that go into the nucleus and bind to the DNA inside the nucleus of the cell. What we can see now is that the way in which the Hox genes orchestrate development is they orchestrate it through targeting suites of different genes in different cell types. So you make the regulatory protein,the protein then turns on or turns off other genes,which then in turn have their effect in the cell,and so that's how these things work.Now that's a very sort of superficial explanation of what they're doing,because the whole of how they do this,we really are ignorant of.

[Not so ignorant. The mathematics explains the high order organisation of the whole system -LB]

Maybe naive is a less pejorative term,but we really need to understand more about how they orchestrate gene expression,to achieve different cell types and cell fates.

Peter Evans : So,though it looks on the surface as if you..you know,it looks fairly simple,you have these genes,not very many of them,they seem to be prevalent,ubiquitous really in most animals,quite simple,they're the master regulators,but you go from there to presumably,in an animal like you and me,quite extraordinary complexity in making the embryo.

Tom Kaufman : Well there's a certain amount of hubris involved in saying that we are more complex than other animals.I mean a fly is a pretty darn complex organism,it can't play chess,but it still has a nervous system,and it does a lot of things that we can't do.

[Looked at from a cellular point of view,at the point of a single cell undergoing mitosis the fly is no different from us,and there are perhaps two ways of looking at the formation of cells into an organism,one suggests that the whole history of selection up until that point is contained in the process of the organism in question.IE that the genes in that organism are the selected ones from a series of all those that predate it,and thus that organism carries in it some essence of all those that predate it. 
Another way of looking at it,is that somehow the whole suite of organisms go through a kind of mini-version of the whole history of selection in going on to produce the organism,and that there is some kind of hierarchy to the process and that flies come somewhere lower down the scale,much as they are viewed that way in the world of whole organisms. 
The latter view is suggestive of some sort of layering of organisms of cells or organisms with man at the top,this is a bloated self importance.
As Tom says, a fly is built to be a good fly and a human a good human in terms of the niches they fit and their provision to have the attributes they have.There is no reason to extol the virtues of man to be greater than a fly merely because we value thinking as an attribute. A fly has more legs,can fly,stick to walls,and has faster reflexes,all better than a human being.
 Thinking is just one attribute,and whilst it maybe a fantastic achievement of biology in terms of the minds of one organism who deems they have it,we don't know what thinking is in terms of other brains,and whether or not other creatures have it,and to what extent.Dolphins and cephalopods seem to be able to solve problems,so too chimps.
 The experiment done with a digger wasp [Ref : Video A20: R.Dawkins RI Lecture 1991] shows that it can be fooled and that it may have limitations in these areas.One cannot though presume man is better,just because he's a man,not least because this is a value judgement comparing everything to men and we are not the scale to judge by,considering we have no wings and we only have two legs.Comparing men with flies is not comparing like with like.It's like saying an apple is better than an orange,for why? And to who? -LB]

Peter Evans : It flies a lot better than I do.

Tom Kaufman : Yeah! (laughs) And myself as well! So the complexity of us I think is to a certain extent mirrored in the complexity of most other organisms,and the question now becomes "How do you achieve that complexity?",and we glimpses of that,but we really don't know,how it works.

Lois Wolpert : Do Hox genes turn on hundreds of other genes,do they do it? Or is it just a few genes?

Peter Evans : Lois Wolpert [Ref :sci-mat3.html and hthingsr.html@nbci] developmental biologist and author of "The Triumph of the Embryo".

Lois Wolpert : Say for example, in the fruit fly,you change one Hox gene and you change and antennae into a leg,how does that happen?
 Nobody,embarrassingly, knows.You can see it,and it's easily repeatable,but what the pathway...how...the molecular and cellular mechanisms that result or cause that are simply not known. There are couple of ones being identified,but really if you ask me to give a decent explanation,blunt fact is I can't.

[The lack of a current explanation,does NOT mean there is any immaterial involvement,it's just a current mystery -LB]

As with all genes there's no simple relationship between a gene and what you see in the body [In short reductionism makes no sense -LB].There's a complex set of interactions, pathways,cascaded events,proteins cells and so forth.

[It is in the interactions between mechanisms that the maths comes into play,and accounts for the "ghost in the machine" -LB]

And those aren't understood.It's embarrassing,how little is known about how Hox genes actually exert their effects.
You must remember,the difference in general between you and a hippopotamus or a giraffe,is not the Hox genes but the downstream targets.

Peter Evans : And that's why Hox genes have been exciting evolutionary biologists trying to reconstruct the history of long dead animals from scattered fragments of fossil material.
If these genes act as the master switches for pattern formation in living creatures,it's reasonable to infer,that they were at work long ago.

Lois Wolpert : I talk about evolution being lazy,I'm not critical of evolution (laughs),but once it found clever ways of doing things in embryology,it just stuck to them and used them again and again and again.

[This is hardly indicative of a creator designing diversity.It sounds more like a mechanism falling into a loop of complexity,churning our variation. If a deity was involved that had superhuman capacities,one would have thought that such a being would try every conceivable option,or design new options,not stick to the same system over and over again -LB]

Peter Evans : Working on that same assumption,Per Alberg,a paleontologist at the Natural History Museum,is exploring how Hox genes might have shaped ancient animals.He's especially interested in the shape or morphology of early tetrapods,that is creatures with four limbs.

Per Alberg : What I am interested in is how form has evolved [See Bill Latham's work - Ref: Video: A5;H1;K3;X1 ].I study that in the first place by building family trees,effectively of different fossil and living organisms,and looking at the structures they have,because by mapping out the known structures on the family tree,you can get a very good idea of how things have changed.
Now clearly I'm interested in how these new morphologies were generated and there are two sort of sides to that,there is the natural selection aspect,what was the structure actually for? if we deal with the origin of the tetrapod limb,which is a particular interest of mine,clearly you can say that limbs evolved for walking,either on land or possibly in shallow water,that seems more likely.

[There's a point here,Ian Stewart's work on CPG's posits the mathematics of the motion of limbs."Designs for an Alien Planet" asked whether 1 or 3 limbs would work.In general limbs are even numbered and there is symmetry (see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html) and yet DNA is a chiral molecule - a left handed spiral displaying asymmetry (see mworld.html@nbci doc33 and "The Left Hand of the Electron") Ref : Video BB10 :RI Lecture "Man in the Mirror".
Because we have matter in the universe over antimatter,there is reason to have a chiral molecule in life,but how does a chiral molecule create symmetry? Heh Heh! Wouldn't you like to know? -LB]

But there is another part  of this which is how is the thing actually generated? How do you get rid of the fin web,that would characterise the fin of a fish,and replace it with a set of digits.

Peter Evans : Because natural selection,Darwinian natural selection or indeed modern Darwinian selection,is rather vague on this,it just says "well you get some genetic mutation which produces a new character,a foot instead of a webbed foot".

Per Alberg : Exactly,and this is...well I mean it's reasonable as far as it goes,obviously if you're focusing on the selection side,that's quite an adequate view to take,but if you're going to claim to really understand evolution or some particular structure,we really need to have a handle on both these phenomena.How variation is generated and how structures are actually selected.

"Three and a half billion years ago,the Earth was a barren windswept rocky place,where giant volcanoes spewed lava and ash into an atmosphere of poisonous gases.
Myriad chemicals floated around the waters of our planet's surface,then a bolt of lightning struck this primordial soup,and complex molecules began to form.From this first life,all other life evolved."

Peter Evans : The story of evolution,chapter 1.

"Fast forward a few million years,and the picture changes. An atmosphere of oxygen and seas,brimming with fishes of all shapes and sizes. Later as the waters retreat,life attempts to move from the sea to land,gills give way to lungs 

[Don't forget mudskippers exist today,that are part fish and part land animal.Even now we see sea birds losing their capacity to fly and looking more able to swim in the sea eg penguins.How much more evidence do you need in front of your eyes? -LB]

fins to legs,as fishes change to amphibians,and then to the first reptiles.Animals began to crawl,slither and walk.

Peter Evans : At some time around 400 million years ago,animals acquired the apparatus to enable them to struggle onto land.Fins gave way to primitive pairs of leg-like limbs.

[The fossil record shows limb transformation,such as archeopteryx a reptile that gained feathers,no doubt there are other examples -LB]

With Hox genes presumably driving some of this crucial transition.Exactly what happened to make limb-like appendages from fins?
Well,Marty Cohen at Reading University works on the lamprey,a present day fish with primitive features. 

[There are certain species of fish of the flatfish type,Plaice Flounder and Dab,that have two eyes on the top of their heads.This might not seem unusual,but their whole body morphology is tipped sideways on.
Unlike a shark who's body plan is vertically aligned,the flatfish appear to be normal vertical fish who have laid sideways in sand for protection and natural selection has yielded fish with a migrated eye.That is,the eye that would have been in the sand,has moved over time from one side of their head to the top,so that both eyes are above the sand.
This is another feature that does NOT speak of a designer,but shows evolution over time. More evidence that evolution is right,and design by deity is wrong.
If one still posits a deity after this,then one MUST accept that the deity does NOT intervene in the world and does NOT have body plans that are fixed 

Subject:	Re: The Imaginary Family Tree of Man.
From:	templarser@aol.com (Templarser)
Date:	21 Nov 1999 21:25:53 EST

In article <19991120085653.15778.00000264@ng-cm1.aol.com>, yalayt@aol.com (Yalayt) writes:

>Subject:	The Imaginary Family Tree of Man.
>From:	yalayt@aol.com (Yalayt)
>Date:	20 Nov 1999 08:56:53 EST

>All findings and scientific research have revealed that the fossil record
>does not suggest an evolutionary process as evolutionists put forward.  The
>fossils, which are claimed to be the ancestors of humans by evolutionists, in
>fact belong either to different human races or to ape species.

Rubbish.If that's so explain the migration of the eye in flat fish.The eyes of some flat fish used to be side by side as in goldfish etc.But some species have an eye that has "migrated" to the same side as their other one in order that their eyeless side is now their underneath.Fish such as rays that have both eyes on top are distinct from such "migrated eye" fish in the arrangement of the ribs.Rays are clearly lying on their belly so to speak in
terms of their skeletal features.Flat fish are lying on their side as it were,but with both eyes on one side.These fish were clearly not created like this,as not God would be in his right mind to have created a fish so.
No doubt the allegiants will say "If God wishes it to be so then it is" completely unable to actually answer how a fishes eye moved from one side to the other without evolution.
Clearly the only solution is that the eye "evolved" from one side onto the other so that such a fish could survive by lying in sand to hide and still be able to see,since the eye in the sand was rendered useless,it made more sense for it to be reworked.Nature is not one to throw away needless effort or have her energies squandered,reused the eye by moving it.
 These type of fish represent a thorn in the side of creationists,since the process has been developmental,and don't say that there aren't any fish with eyes half way round their head undermines the fact that it exists,and the only way it could is via evolution.
 There's one in your eye.Explain it away if you can. -LB]

It doesn't for example have a jaw,nor a pair of fins,just one [so odd numbers DO exist -LB],and it also has a relatively small number of Hox genes.

Marty Cohen : We're going after these genes in the lamprey,pulling these out of the lamprey genome characterising these genes to look at how similar or different they are to the Hox genes that we know exist in jawed fish,and other jawed vertebrates.
We're also looking at how those Hox genes are expressed,deployed in the embryo,and the question here really is how much did the origin of paired appendages occur because of changes in the regulation of existing Hox genes,or rather invention of novel Hox genes.

[Could symmetry have evolved over time? DNA is an inherently double spiral capable of reproduction -LB]

So one hypothesis is that the origin was facilitated by duplication of genes which provided raw material for novel genes to be co-opted for a new developmental process,such as building an appendage.
Another hypothesis is that genes that we think of as being important for limb development [See www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html and thalid.html -LB]
were already there,but regulatory changes in the way that those genes were deployed, may have facilitated the origin of paired appendages.
My suspicion is that it will be a little bit of both,we'll find some genes that we think of as being key limb development genes,which exist in simpler forms, for example a gene in mammals which has an A and a B component,we may find only the A component there in jawless fish.
I think to some extent,we're going to find that to be true.What we're already finding to be true is that genes that are very similar if not the same genes that we see in jawed vertebrates also present in the lamprey,but being expressed in totally different patterns.

[A mathematician,like a painter or a poet,is a master of pattern - GH Hardy (Mathematician)]

Peter Evans : Did limbs emerge from fins,because a small number of Hox genes were duplicated or because they were lying dormant and got kicked into action?
Or was it a bit of both?
 Well finding out will be a major advance in palaeontology,because it demonstrate unequivocally how Hox genes can produce a marked change in the shape and form of an animal in the real world.

[This gets rid of the problem of so-called "missing links",if the capacity of Hox genes to come into play allows morphological change in a quite short period then not finding a shade of grey between two fossils is not evidence that evolution is wrong! -LB]

In other words,evolutionary biologists will understand the intimate mechanism by which novelty,that's new animal species can occur.

[Another one in the migrated eye for creationists  -LB]

The study of Hox genes may also shed light on another major debate,this time about the tempo of evolution.
 Charles Darwin (see darwin.html@nbci) believed that animals evolved into different forms very,very slowly over many millions of years,until quite recently Darwinian gradualism was universally accepted as the orthodoxy.

[Now doubt creationists will seize upon Hox genes to slot species into a 10,000 year history -LB]

Then came another theory,that of punctuated equilibrium,that evolution,can and does proceed,on occasions with astonishing rapidity.
In his book "Wonderful Life" Stephen Jay Gould argues the punctuated equilibrium case from his interpretation of fossils found in the Burgess shale a limestone quarry formed from an ancient sea 530 million years ago.

[From:	templarser@aol.com (Templarser)
Date:	26 Dec 1999 15:45:31 EST

In article <19991220123427.01752.00000383@ng-bk1.aol.com>, ghay569126@aol.com (GHay569126) writes:
>  Life has a long history on this planet and there has been no sudden changes
>to organisms (without catastrophe for many). 
That may not be true if punctuated equilibrium is true.As Liz suggested the fossil record may be incomplete and the "missing links" may in fact be sudden changes,which look like missing links.]

Stephen Gould : There is a perfectly ordinary fauna in the Burgess shale,there are also some 15-20 kinds of organisms so bizarre,so unlike anything live today,that we don't even know how to describe them. In some cases we don't know what's up and what's down and not related to anything we know.
There's one called Hallucogenia in honour of its strangeness,it's a little creature with....its body look like a tube,it has seven pairs of legs [Odd numbers again -LB] perhaps,they're not jointed,arthropod appendages,they're struts,and then a set of tentacles coming off its back end.
Then there's Opabinia,which has five eyes, [Odd numbers again -LB] five?! And a vacuum cleaner- like nozzle sticking out the front end,which bends around bringing food to the back,and a bellows-like body with a tail behind.
Again these creatures died,they didn't make it,we don't know why.

[We know that they aren't here and they didn't pass on genes,or if they did,those genes are not giving distinct rise to form now.The fact that they aren't here means they were naturally deselected -LB]

Peter Evans : The fantastical creatures of the Burgess shale have become the focal point of the gradualist punctuated equilibrium debate. They are often described as "hopeful monsters" [Ref: www.bbc.co.uk/horizon/hopefulmonsterstran.shtml] . They appear very rapidly,they're wildly different from anything seen before,and for the most part,unable to make it to succeeding generations.
Could Hox genes be responsible for them? And if so,do they fly in the face of Darwinian gradualism? Director of the Museum of Zoology in Cambridge,Michael Acomb.

Michael Acomb : I think there's very little doubt that the Hox genes...changes in the way Hox genes are used will have played a major role in a number of evolutionary steps. There certainly has been a lot of discussion in the literature,suggesting that if Hox genes are to play a role in evolution,then it must be through the generation of these hopeful monsters.
I don't think that's right.I think because of our understanding of how Hox genes are regulated we can now envisage how gradual changes in the regulation of Hox genes could lead to gradual changes in segment development.
I have to say though,that I think it very likely that we begin to look at the diversity of species, particularly the diversity of species among the arthropods,we will see cases where it looks very likely that there have been sudden shifts in the regulation of Hox genes that have led to changes in the structure of body plans.There are tantalising cases.There's the case of the horseshoe crab for example,where in some species,you have one leg that has a claw,and the other leg has pincers [Asymmetry -LB],and then in closely related species,one of the legs that used to have a pincer has a claw,and you could say "Yes that evolved by a gradual change of a claw into a pincer",but I think there's a good chance that what happened is that the genetic mechanism,the genetic subroutine,which says "make a claw" was transferred by some change in Hox gene regulation to a different segment.So you're really just recruiting an already existing mechanism of development to apply to a new body part.I seems to me quite likely that it would have been as easy to evolve from one to the other simply by substituting one for the other,as it would be to transform gradually the morphology of a particular appendage.
 We don't have any clear example of that,but I think it would be a challenge for evolutionary developmental genetics,to find and document a clear cut example of such a change.

Tom Kaufman : (Exhales) Well that's difficult to say,I mean you can see with mutations in the Hox genes,major changes in the morphology of organisms,but it's absolutely clear that those major changes that you get inside milk bottle in a lab,that works on fruit flies,are not adapted. In other words those organisms would never survive out in the real world.

[The fact that the environment is different is partly embodied in the mathematical view.Note here the conspiracy idea of organisms being let loose,doesn't fly (so to speak) if they cannot exist in the real world -LB]

So one of the big questions becomes "How can you make changes like that and still go on with life and still compete with your neighbours?" and I don't know that we know a good answer to that question. The Hox genes give the potential for major change and therefore would be consistent with a kind of punctuated equilibrium,the Gould model...

Peter Evans : The Burgess shale sort of explosion of different forms?

Tom Kaufman :  ...explosion of different forms,although there are people who argue that that explosion is more apparent than real.

Peter Evans :  And one of those arguing that the sudden eruption of new species in the Burgess shale,maybe more apparent than real is Geoffrey Swartz of Pittsburgh University.
Now he's not disputing the fact that many new kinds of animals appeared relatively quickly,what he's suggesting is that the genetic mechanisms that produced all this novelty may well have been grinding away for millennia.

[Lucky them! -LB]

But they simply didn't show in external appearances.He found some evidence for his theory when some scientific colleagues were breeding mice for their experiments.

Geoffrey Swartz : There's a lab in Jackson Hole where they breed these pure strains and one day they walk into the lab and there are a whole bunch of pups that had funny feet. There were more bones in the ankles and wrists and in the toes than typical,and there was webbing between the digits.

[There is a known syndrome of webbing that happens in humans,maybe this is a gene that shows our water based history? -LB]

This is a syndrome which is..had already been identified [Whoops,jumped the gun,just like me to fire off one too early -LB] in humans,which crops up on occasion, called Synpolydactylise,Syn- meaning connected,and Poly- meaning many and Dactyl- referring to your digits. When these people did the biochemistry,what was going on.They found that there had been a mutation in one of the segments of one of the Hox genes that's involved in the development of fingers and toes and stuff at the end of a fin,essentially as it would have started out.
They found that there was a mutation that expanded a certain protein slash amino acid coding region. It's the same mutation that occurs in humans when the syndrome comes out.
Now what they did,is that they figured out what happened,and what happened as they wrote in their article was that this mutation arose in a recessive state.It wouldn't be detected therefore, spread throughout the breeding colony until enough individuals had it that they produced pups with the mutated phenotype.

[That's one way mathematics plays a part,because if not enough pups were produced it's possible it wouldn't have spread through the population -LB]

Peter Evans : So it looks like the Hox gene story still has a long way to run for both developmental biologists studying the growth of the embryo and palaeontologists trying to understand the mechanisms and pace of evolution.
From the genetics of body pattern formation in the fruit fly,has come practically a new hybrid scientific discipline,and according to developmental geneticist Michael Acomb,there's yet one further possible benefit from Hox genes research - for human health.

Michael Acomb : We're already seeing the pay off from the fundamental work that was done on Hox genes in interacts.It's very clear now that abnormalities of the Hox genes are involved in a number of medical conditions.

[In cases like this it makes absolutely no difference whether God exists or not.The knowledge is useful whether or not a deity exists,it thus makes sense to do it,no matter what views you have.God is rendered moot -LB]

Particularly some of the limb deformities,are clearly involved in abnormalities of human Hox genes,and we started the work we didn't expect in any way,that studies of segment mutations in flies would be directly relevant to humans.

[This is why you can't do only "good research" an only partake half of Pandora's box, notwithstanding what is "bad" depends on your value system -LB]

What I think the comparative work is doing,is forcing us to go back to our model species,our species like drosophila,and ask much more focused questions,because as soon as  you start looking at in detail,at the real difference between two species,you then star saying "Well how does that work? How is this particular bristle made to appear on one segment and not another in fruit flies?" and that as made us go back and analyse mechanisms of gene action,at a level of detail that nobody had previously studied,and throws up mechanisms that I think will be very important in understanding how the same detailed control of development works in vertebrates.

Peter Evans : Of course,understanding the way in which malfunctioning Hox genes are turned on,expressed,

[Given that Thalidomide was the result of a chiral molecule,and that Hox genes are implicated in limb formation,I wonder if there is some Chiral aspect to Hox genes? After all DNA is left handed -LB]

and how this might lead to abnormalities in the embryo is one thing,doing something about it is another,says Lois Wolpert.

Lois Wolpert : I think it would be extremely difficult to do anything about the malformation.If you just think how hard gene therapy is. You take cystic fibrosis where we know exactly what the protein is,and where it has to be,the difficulty of getting the gene expressed in the right place,the same as muscular dystrophy,turns out to be much harder than anyone thought,and for something much more complicated,like a faulty Hox gene,we've got a long way to go.
 A very long way to go.In the long run yes,but in the short run, no.

Peter Evans : Professor Wolpert's caution even scepticism is understandable,it's invariably a long hard road between basic research and positive medical pay offs. It takes time to translate theories and lab experiments into therapies.
Even so at some unspecified time this century,it may well be possible to convert our understanding of the Hox patterning genes into useful techniques for correcting foetal malformations,and even growing back damaged limbs.

[No doubt prolife luddites will tell us its unethical.Why should someone remain disabled if they can be repaired,just because someone else has a problem with it. we regularly add mechanical appendages,what's wrong with putting back a real arm or leg -LB]

That's for the future.Meanwhile Tom Kaufman,has his sights set firmly on the distant geological past,where the answer to the most fundamental evolutionary question of all is to be found "Where did animal life all come from in the first place?"

Tom Kaufman : I've had dreams.I would dearly love to go back to the Cambrian and see what it was like.

Peter Evans :  Taking your lab with you of course!

Tom Kaufman :  Well,yeah,that would be fun! But just to be able to see it,and look at the animals and study them,wouldn't that be fascinating?

Peter Evans : Mm-hm,I mean that's the thing with the fossils isn't it you know,you've got the...some starting point and some end point,and the other 200 million years in the middle is sort of gone,for the most part?

Tom Kaufman :  Right,I mean yes,it's...the things is that if...at some point we and fruit flies had a common ancestor.

[No doubt creationists have no idea how that is,.next we'll see lampoon cartoons of half man half fly  - LB]

What did that common ancestor look like?

[It wasn't half man ,half fly for all those who don't understand genetics -LB]

What was its genome like? How were its genes regulated and expressed,I mean clearly the basic molecular biology of DNA,makes RNA,makes protein that had to be there,because that was there in unicellular life,but then when you gain multicellularity (see organism.html@nbci) and go from radial symmetry like a jellyfish,to bilateral symmetry,what were the events? How did that happen? These things are all gone,and these are deep questions about how evolution took place and how major morphological changes took place in animal life,and we don't know,it would be wonderful to be able to go back and see those soft bodied forms,and what did they look like? How did they develop?
Well,it has to be at least in part due to changes in the way in which the genes are regulated,some of that can be accounted for by changes in the Hox genes,but I think we've only seen the tip of the iceberg,and there's a lot of iceberg left.
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